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A recent analysis of rotational resonance lineshapes (M. Helmle et
l., J. Magn. Reson. 140, 379–403, 1999) predicted the existence of
oherence transfer signals, which are generated by mechanically
nduced coherence transfer during the detection process. These sig-
als correspond to the generation of observable coherences at spin
ites that have no magnetization at the beginning of the observation
nterval but which acquire coherence while the detection is underway.
he coherence transfer signals disappear for powder samples in
onventional magic-angle-spinning solid-state NMR experiments. In
his Communication, we report the successful detection of coherence
ransfer signals in rotor-synchronized experiments performed on a
ingle crystal of [1,2-13C2]glycine. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: CP/MAS 13C NMR; single crystal; rotational reso-
nance; coherence transfer signals.

Rotational resonance experiments (1–9) are now routinel
sed for internuclear accurate distance measurements in
ange of biologically relevant systems which cannot be c
allized for X-ray diffraction studies and which are inaccess
o liquid-state NMR. Examples include biomembra
10, 11), amyloid (12, 13) and prion (14) peptides, protein

drug complexes (15), and membrane proteins (16, 17). For
isolated homonuclear spin-1/2 pairs, spin transitions are d
mechanically by adjusting the spinning frequencyvr to match
the rotational resonance condition,vD

iso 5 nRRvr, wherevD
iso is

the isotropic shift frequency difference andnRR is a smal
integer. At this condition, one observes spectral broadenin
splittings which are proportional to the through-space dip
dipole coupling between the spins (4, 5). The dipole coupling
may also be estimated by measuring the exchange of Ze
magnetization between the sites (4, 5). The dipole–dipole cou
pling constant,bij , is a simple function of the interspin d-
tance,r ij : bij 5 2(m 0/8p 2) (g 2h/r ij

3), and may be used
estimate both intra- and intermolecular distances.

Recently, an extended theory of rotational resonance sp
was developed (9). This theory predicted two main effects: (i)
nontrivial influence of transverse relaxation on the rotationa
onance lineshapes, in the case that the involved spins hav
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ferent coherence decay rate constants, and (ii) the existe
coherence transfer signalsat rotational resonance, caused
mechanically driven coherence transfer during the signal ac
tion. The first prediction of the extended theory (the nontr
relaxation effects) has been well-tested by experiment (9). The
second prediction (the coherence transfer signals) has neve
experimentally verified, to our knowledge. These signals c
spond to the generation of observable coherences at spin sit
are not directly excited by the radiofrequency pulse sequence
signals may also be predicted using the original theory of
tional resonance spectra, but were overlooked in the or
papers on the subject (1–5). In this Communication we presen
first experimental observation of rotational resonance cohe
transfer signals for a single crystal of [13C2]glycine mounted in th
magic-angle-spinning rotor.

Consider a solid containing isolated homonuclear spin
of spins-1/2 in sitesj and k. Suppose that the spin dens
operator at the beginning of the detection period (define
t 5 0) is given byr(0) ; 2Sjy, which implies that onlyj sites
are initially magnetized. This initial state may be prepare
either selective cross-polarization or frequency-selective
tation of the spins in sitesj . The NMR signal at rotation
resonance consists of four components: two “direct” sig
sa

j3j andsb
j3j , and two coherence transfer signalssa

j3k andsb
j3k.

he expressions for these signals are given by Eqs. [74]
f Ref. (9), which are reproduced here:

sa
j3j~t! 5

1

2
exp$i ~v j

iso 1 pJjk!t 2 r# t%

3 FcoshS1

2
RtD 2

r D

R
sinhS1

2
RtDG [1a]

sb
j3j~t! 5

1

2
exp$i ~v j

iso 2 pJjk!t 2 r# t%

3 FcoshS1

2
RtD 2

r D

R
sinhS1

2
RtDG [1b]
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sa
j3k~t! 5

iv B
~n!*

2R
exp$i ~v k

iso 1 pJjk!t 2 r# t%sinhS1

2
RtD [1c]

sb
j3k~t! 5 2

iv B
~n!*

2R
exp$i ~v k

iso 2 pJjk!t 2 r# t%sinhS1

2
RtD .

[1d]

Here v j
iso and v k

iso are isotropic chemical shift frequencies
sitesj andk, respectively.Jjk is the isotropicJ-coupling,r# 5
(r j 1 r k)/ 2, r D 5 (r j 2 r k), andR2 5 r D

2 2 uvB
(n)u 2 with r j

and r k equal to the transverse relaxation rate constants o
sites, andvB

(n) is the resonant Fourier component of the ho-
nuclear spin–spin coupling, defined by Eqs. [12]–[14] in R
(9). Although these equations take into account the lines
anomalies caused by differential transverse relaxatio
should be emphasized that the coherence transfer signasa

j3k

andsb
j3k also appear when relaxation is not taken into acco

The direct signals are generated by coherences that are e
at the beginning of the detection period, while the coher
transfer signals contain frequencies close to the prece
frequency of spinsk which arenotmagnetized at the beginni

f signal acquisition. The latter signals are generated by
hanically induced transfer of coherence from sitesj to sitesk
uring the detection period. The two indirect signals,sa

j3k and
sb

j3k, have frequencies which differ by theJ-coupling and hav
opposite amplitudes. As a result, these signals cancel out
J-coupling is unresolved. In addition, the phase of the co
ence transfer signals depends strongly on the molecular
tation anglegMR and the initial sample rotation angleaRL

0

according to Eq. [82] of Ref. (9):

arg$v B
~n!~aMR, bMR, gMR!* % 5 n~gMR 1 a RL

0 !. [2]

Here, the standard notion for Euler angles is used (5): VMR 5
aMR, bMR, gMR} characterizes the orientation of the molecu

reference frame M with respect to the rotor reference fram
andVRL 5 { aRL

0 2 vrt, bRL 5 Arccos(1/=3), 0} describes th
elative orientation of M and the laboratory reference fram
hich is fixed with respect to the external magnetic field.
ngle aRL

0 defines the initial rotor position at timet 5 0
(defined as the start of signal acquisition) and is under e
imental control by synchronizing the radiofrequency p
sequence with the optical tachometer signal (18, 19). Equation
[2] implies that the coherence transfer signals disappea
finely divided powders (averaging overgMR) and for unsyn-
chronized experiments on spinning oriented samples pro
that extensive signal averaging is performed (averaging
aRL

0 ).
The observation of coherence transfer signals therefor

quires four conditions to be satisfied: (i) resolvedJ-couplings
(ii) selective polarization of one of the coupled spin sites;
incomplete averaging overg ; (iv) incomplete averaging ov
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aRL
0 . Condition (i) may be satisfied by a suitable choice

sample and spectrometer conditions; condition (ii) may
satisfied by choosing a suitable initial pulse sequence; c
tion (iii) may be satisfied by using a spinning sample w
orientational order, such as a spinning single crystal. Cond
(iv) may be satisfied by synchronizing the pulse sequence
the sample rotation. For the case of a spinning single crys
a rotor-synchronized experiment, both anglesgMR andaRL

0 are
fixed, and the coherence transfer signals may be obse
provided that additional crystal symmetries do not cause
tional destructive interference. The latter might occur if
crystal space group contains several molecules in the un
and if the crystal orientation is unfavorable.

For the experimental demonstration of the coherence t
fer signals, a single crystal of [13C2]glycine, of approximat
dimensions 43 4 3 3 mm and mass 23.8 mg, was grown
low evaporation of an aqueous solution of 99% [

13C2]glycine (obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laborator
Andover, MA, and used without further purification). T
crystal was surrounded by Teflon tape and packed in
standard zirconium dioxide double-bearing 6-mm rotor (C
magnetics). All experiments were performed on a Chema
ics Infinity CMX-400 (B0 5 9.4 T) spectrometer using cro
polarization from the protons together with proton decoup
(20). The 13C Larmor frequency was2100.83 MHz (21, 22).

he protonp/2 pulse duration was 4.5ms and the nutatio
frequencies of protons and carbons during cross-polariz
and decoupling werevCP(

1H)/2p 5 vCP(
13C)/2p 5 55 kHz and

vdec(
1H)/2p 5 90 kHz.

The required initial condition for the spin density operato
the beginning of the detection period,r(0) ; 2Sjy, in which
only one set of spin sites is initially magnetized, was achie
by selective cross-polarization from the protons (20). In gly-
cine it is possible to create a predominant magnetizatio
only CH2-carbons by using a short Hartmann–Hahn con
interval. Carboxyl carbons cross-polarize slowly since the
not have directly bonded protons. Aliphatic carbons, on
other hand, are relatively well-magnetized even at short co
intervals of the order of 0.01–0.1 ms. Signals deriving f
non-cross-polarized13C magnetization are removed by ph
cycling of the initial protonp/2 pulse.

Figure 1 shows13C NMR spectra of the [1,2-13C2]glycine
crystal at a spinning frequency ofvr/2p 5 5720 Hz, which is
approximately midway between then 5 2 and 3 rotationa
resonance conditions (vD

iso/2p 5 13.440 kHz). The CP-conta
interval was set to 0.02 ms. Under these cross-polariz
conditions the signal from aliphatic carbon sites domina
The carboxyl peak is very weak. The rotor-synchronized
1a) and unsynchronized (Fig. 1b) spectra are qualitatively
similar. A splitting of approximately 50 Hz, due to the13C–13C
J-coupling, is visible for both carbon peaks in the unsync
nized spectrum shown in Fig. 1b. There are some minor
ferences of detail between the two spectra, such as the d
ence of the phases and intensities of the spinning side
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(which are slightly more intense in the synchronized exp
ments, as expected for oriented systems (23)) and the absenc

f one of the doublet components of the CO peak in
ynchronized spectrum of Fig. 1a. The latter small discre
ies are not fully understood, but may be due to weak r
riven coherence transfer signals in the coupled spin sy
iving rise to small peak shape perturbations even far
otational resonance.

At the n 5 2 rotational resonance condition, which w
chieved by spinning atvr/2p 5 6720 Hz, an additiona

splitting of approximately 400 Hz is observed for the met
ene carbon peak. In the rotor-synchronized experiment
2a), strong antiphase signals also appear close to the freq
of the carboxyl 13C site. These are the coherence tran
signals (indicated by “CTS” in Fig. 2a). As predicted, th
signals average out when the synchronization is remove
many transients are added together (Fig. 2b).

The shape of the coherence transfer signals qualita
follows the predicted pattern of peaks with alternating pos
and negative amplitudes. Signalsa

j3k is represented in th
spectrum by the second left (negative) and fourth (posi

FIG. 1. 13C CP/MAS spectra of a [1,2-13C2]glycine single crystal spun
rotor frequencyvr/2p 5 5720 Hz which is well off then 5 2 and 3

rotational resonance conditions. A short contact interval of 0.02 ms was
for the selective cross-polarization of methylene carbon sites. (a) Synchr
and (b) unsynchronized CP/MAS spectra. Sixty-four transients were u
both cases. Spinning sidebands are marked with “s.”
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peaks of the coherence transfer signals (this shape is des
by the anti-symmetric sinh(Rt/2) function in Eq. [1c]), wh
the other two lines of the coherence transfer signals are
by sb

j3k in Eq. [1d]. sa
j3k andsb

j3k have opposite sign and a
shifted with respect to each other byJjk ' 50 Hz as is readil
seen in Fig. 2a.

The coherence transfer signals in Fig. 2a are approxim
as intense as the “conventional” NMR signals on the right-h
side of the spectra in Fig. 2. Remarkably, the appearance
large coherence transfer signals does not deplete the amp
of the conventional signals. In some circumstances it ma
possible to exploit these additional signals to enhance
sensitivity of NMR spectra acquired at rotational resonanc
the limit, it may be possible to recover the loss in sig
strength associated with the splitting of the NMR peak
rotational resonance.

The phase of the coherence transfer signals given in E
depends on the synchronization angleaRL

0 , which defines th
rotor position at the time pointt 5 0, according tonaRL

0 where
n is the order of rotational resonance. It is possible to ch

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1 but with a spinning frequency satisfying then 5 2
rotational resonance condition (vr/2p 5 6720 Hz). (a) Rotor-synchroniz
pectrum. Strong coherence transfer signals are detected as the carboxy
ites (indicated by “CTS”). (b) Unsynchronized spectrum. The cohe
ransfer signals are canceled by signal averaging over the synchron
ngleaRL

0 . Sixty-four transients were used in both cases. “s” Denotes spi
sidebands.
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ed
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an arbitrary value for the synchronization angleaRL
0 by chang-

ing the delay between the synchronization time point a
start of the pulse sequence. Figure 3 shows rotor-synchro
spectra of the [1,2-13C2]glycine crystal with different values
aRL

0 (relative to that used in Fig. 2a): 270° (Fig. 3a); 180° (
3b), and 90° (Fig. 3c). The phases of the coherence tra
signals depend on 2aRL

0 , as expected for then 5 2 rotationa
esonance. Note that the direct CH2 signals are almost ind-

pendent of the synchronization angleaRL
0 (see Figs. 2 and 3)

predicted by Eqs. [1a] and [1b]. The slight phase depend
of the CH2 signals onaRL

0 is probably due to chemical sh
anisotropy.

We have also obtained rotor-synchronized spectra o
[1,2-13C2]glycine crystal at then 5 3 and 4 rotational res-
nance conditions. These signals also showed coherence
fer signals at frequencies close to the carboxyl13C precessio

FIG. 3. 13C CP/MAS rotor-synchronized spectra of a [1,2-13C2]glycine
single crystal using different synchronization delays. The delays corresp
the following values ofaRL

0 (relative to the spectrum shown in Fig. 2a):
270°, (b) 180°, and (c) 90°. The same phase correction was applied
spectra, including those in Figs. 1 and 2. Note the strong dependence
phase of the coherence transfer signals on the synchronization angleaRL
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fer

ce
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ns-

frequency (spectra not shown). The properties of these si
were also in agreement with Eqs. [1] and [2].

In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally
existence of coherence transfer signals, by recording r
synchronized spectra of a [1,2-13C2]glycine single crystal a
rotational resonance. These signals are caused by mecha
induced coherence transfer between two sets of spins d
the signal detection period. The mechanical coherence tra
process leads to the appearance of NMR signal in sp
regions which were not directly excited by the pulse seque
The amplitudes, frequencies, and phases of the cohe
transfer signals are in qualitative agreement with the pr
tions of Ref. (9).

The coherence transfer signals in rotational resonance
are related to the phenomenon of coherent Raman beats (
observed in optical and microwave spectroscopy (24–28), as
well as in ordinary NMR (29). In the CRB phenomenon, t
existence of a coherence between two closely spaced e
eigenstates is revealed as the modulation of the tran
amplitude between one of these levels and a distant leve
possible to use this effect to detect nuclear or electronic
level coherences indirectly through modulations of the op
and microwave emission (24–28). In the rotational resonan
ase, the twoM 5 0 states of the four-level system repres

the “closely spaced” levels, while aM 5 61 state represen
he distant level. The radiofrequency signal associated wit
oherence between aM 5 0 state and one of theM 5 61
tates is modulated by the rotor-driven oscillations betwee
wo M 5 0 states.

As mentioned above, the coherence transfer signals mig
seful in some circumstances for enhancing the sensitiv
otational resonance NMR. In addition, these signals c
llow one to obtain molecular angular information from
ered biomolecular samples (30–32). As demonstrated in Fi
, the phases of the coherence transfer signals are h
ensitive to one of the molecular orientational angles. In
iple, such spectra could be used to orient the direction

13C–13C vectors with respect to an external order axis. It
also be possible to detect rotational resonance coherence
fer signals in powders by using orientation-dependent ex
tion techniques (33).
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